Universal Design
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Data for considering body size and shape
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Use the minimum and maximum values as a
guide to the range in body size and shape
your design might encounter globally.

Consider this variability in your
Universal Design. Incorporating adjustability
or offering multiple sizes might be helpful.
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elbow grip length

123.9

“How will body size and shape affect
2 Ask,
the interaction?”

elbow height 88.9

“How will users interact with the
1 Ask,
designed object?”
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39.3

shoulder height 118.2

Steps to Using
the Data

eye height 136.3

82.3

Can you re-imagine your design so that
limitations due to user size, shape, and
capability are irrelevant?

mass

40 kg
117 kg

The max value for each measure is the largest
95th percentile value, male or female, in published
global data. The min value is the smallest 5th
percentile value in the published global data. The
design range (Large minus Small) is useful in
knowing how much adjustability is required for
those products or workspaces where adjustability is possible.

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND ADDITIONAL PRIMERS
Additional information and primers on topics including Background,
Design Process, and Best Practices for User Studies available at:

www.universaldesign.ie
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Background

Successful Universal Design results in products and
environments that are effective for all users, regardless
of their age, capability, or body size. Consequently,
identifying the range in body size and shape of potential users is one important step in Universal Design.
The international literature identifies certain parts of
the world as being characterized by both larger and
smaller body sizes. Both are needed to define a design
range that will accommodate as many people as
possible. Although an individual might be characterized
by thousands of dimensions, collecting these data for
large populations is a painstaking process. Instead, most
studies focus on the body dimensions most critical for
design and other activities. This primer contains design
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ranges for 29 of the most commonly used dimensions. Typically, the largest values came from the
US or Netherlands, and the smallest values
from one or more Asian countries and
southern Europe. Additional information
is available in an NDA Technical Report1.
Sources
- Korean Agency for Technology and
Standards, 2004
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